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Mass production of unvouchered records 
fails to represent global biodiversity patterns

Barnabas H. Daru    1   & Jordan Rodriguez    2

The ever-increasing human footprint even in very remote places on 
Earth has inspired e!orts to document biodiversity vigorously in case 
organisms go extinct. However, the data commonly gathered come from 
either primary voucher specimens in a natural history collection or from 
direct "eld observations that are not traceable to tangible material in a 
museum or herbarium. Although both datasets are crucial for assessing 
how anthropogenic drivers a!ect biodiversity, they have widespread 
coverage gaps and biases that may render them ine#cient in representing 
patterns of biodiversity. Using a large global dataset of around 1.9 billion 
occurrence records of terrestrial plants, butter%ies, amphibians, birds, 
reptiles and mammals, we quantify coverage and biases of expected 
biodiversity patterns by voucher and observation records. We show 
that the mass production of observation records does not lead to higher 
coverage of expected biodiversity patterns but is disproportionately 
biased toward certain regions, clades, functional traits and time periods. 
Such coverage patterns are driven by the ease of accessibility to air and 
ground transportation, level of security and extent of human modi"cation 
at each sampling site. Conversely, voucher records are vastly infrequent 
in occurrence data but in the few places where they are sampled, showed 
relative congruence with expected biodiversity patterns for all dimensions. 
The di!erences in coverage and bias by voucher and observation records 
have important implications on the utility of these records for research in 
ecology, evolution and conservation research.

The ongoing biodiversity crisis has inspired efforts to gather large 
amounts of biodiversity data in case organisms go extinct even before 
being discovered1–4. However, the biodiversity information commonly 
gathered is derived from either vouchers or direct field observations.  
A voucher is a specimen or sample preserved in a natural history collec-
tion that documents the existence of an organism at a particular time 
and space in a way that ensures scientific reproducibility (‘voucher’ 
records henceforth)5. The physical specimen can additionally serve 
as a tangible and verifiable source for new studies such as biotic inter-
actions, disease lesions and imprints of physiological processes6–10. 
On the other hand, a field observation is a secondary voucher that 

captures supplemental information about an organism but is not 
traceable to tangible physical material in a museum or herbarium 
(‘observation’ records henceforth). The development of mobile 
applications and citizen-science programmes such as iNaturalist11 or 
eBird12 allows amateur observers to collect large volumes of observa-
tions and submit them electronically to centralized databases in a 
democratic way13. In some cases, structured surveys by professional 
scientists and researchers can be registered as observations14,15. Such 
observation-based data are generated inexpensively and are invalu-
able for exploring spatial and temporal patterns for many taxonomic 
groups16,17. The extent to which these disparate records differ from each 
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Such coverage patterns are driven by how accessible and secure a 
sampling site is and, in turn, reflect highly human-modified areas. 
Voucher records are vastly infrequent in occurrence data but, in the 
few places where they are sampled, showed relative congruence with 
expected biodiversity patterns for all dimensions. The differences in 
coverage by voucher and observation records have important implica-
tions for the utility of these records for research in ecology, evolution 
and conservation.

Results and discussion
Taxonomic coverage of lineages and grid cells
We assessed taxonomic coverage of lineages (families) and grid cells by 
voucher and observation records using a large global dataset, including 
~1.9 billion occurrence records of terrestrial plants, butterflies, amphib-
ians, birds, reptiles and mammals (Supplementary Table 1) across six 
variations of spatial grain (50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1,600 km). Taxo-
nomic coverage was assessed as the ratio of documented species rich-
ness of a family or grid cell to expected species richness in the family 
or grid cell based on expert opinion (Extended Data Fig. 1). Biases in 
taxonomic coverage were assessed using phylogenetic signal test for 
lineages (Supplementary Table 2) and Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation 
measure for grid cells (where Moran’s I = 1 indicates biased geographic 
coverage and 0, even or random coverage).

Both voucher and observation records of most taxonomic groups 
showed massive gaps in taxonomic coverage. When we weighted the 
expected species richness of a lineage (family) or grid cell by the actual 
documented richness of species within the lineage or grid cell, we 
found that the species richness of lineages derived from observa-
tion records tended to be phylogenetically biased and showed less 
congruence with expected richness for most taxonomic groups  
(Fig. 1). On the other hand, the taxonomic coverage of voucher records 
is more phylogenetically random and showed relative concordance to 
expected family richness across most taxonomic groups (Supplemen-
tary Table 2). Voucher records may be more relevant for many questions 
in taxonomy, systematics and conservation, where species identity is 
essential. For instance, the physical specimens can capture additional 
data, including nutrients, defensive compounds, herbivore damage, 
disease lesions and signatures of physiological processes, which are 
crucial for understanding the ecological and evolutionary responses 
of species in the Anthropocene but remain unrealized9.

The taxonomic coverage of grid cells by occurrences of voucher 
records showed moderate to strong concordance to the expected spe-
cies richness of most taxonomic groups (rs = 0.09–0.55 for vouchers 
versus 0.011–0.92 for observations, all P < 0.05, from a modified t-test 
of spatial association; Supplementary Table 3), except birds in which 
observation records showed stronger associations to expected richness 
and these are consistent across grain sizes (Supplementary Table 3). 
Birds have been studied much longer because they are charismatic51,52 
and consequently bird sightings and observations are better reported 
in databases than other taxonomic groups17. Although well-sampled 
regions such as North America, western Europe and Australia tend to 
correspond with high levels of taxonomic coverage under observation 
records (Fig. 1), voucher records additionally capture expected richness 
in other regions known to harbour high concentrations of biodiversity 

other and, consequently, represent different patterns of biodiversity 
remains less understood.

Biodiversity records are generally products of non-random sam-
pling and thus prevalent with coverage gaps and biases that can render 
them of limited use in global biodiversity science as resulting cover-
age gaps and biases can potentially lead to spurious description and 
interpretation of biodiversity patterns18–20. Such coverage gaps and 
biases are human artifacts that can manifest (1) geographically in the 
disproportionate coverage of a species in some regions of its range 
relative to others21; (2) taxonomically in the tendency of some taxa 
or lineages to be more or less covered over others22; (3) temporally in 
the unbalanced collecting of specimens in some years or parts of the 
year23,24; and (4) functional traits in the disproportionate coverage of 
species on the basis of intrinsic life-history traits, including life cycle, 
size, growth form and rarity25.

Identifying coverage of biodiversity patterns by biodiversity 
records is a priority26–30 but a global assessment of how different this 
phenomenon is captured by voucher versus observation records has 
not been completed to date. In comparative temporal analyses, the 
increasing disconnection between voucher and observation records 
results from a change in collection practices in which the very nature 
of observation records allows them to be collected in larger quantities 
than voucher collections31. Related to this disconnection is the decline 
in public funding for museums and herbaria worldwide32–42 (except 
for a few programmes like the US National Science Foundation and 
European Union’s Horizon 2020 that still award collection grants42), 
which may also contribute to the decline in the number of trained pro-
fessionals (taxonomists and systematists) in charge of collecting and 
maintaining voucher specimens43. When considered separately, there 
is some evidence that these disparate species records might be unveil-
ing inaccurate patterns of expected biodiversity30,44,45, which could 
hamper prospects of addressing questions in ecology, evolution and 
conservation26. One Norwegian study, for instance, demonstrated con-
trasting biodiversity patterns by voucher versus observation records 
along geographic, temporal and taxonomic axes but was focused on 
only plants46. The variability by voucher and observation records in 
describing expected biodiversity patterns for different taxa and across 
the globe remains poorly understood but important for prioritizing 
future data mobilization in the Anthropocene47,48.

Here, we quantify coverage and biases of expected biodiversity 
patterns by voucher and observation records of major terrestrial spe-
cies groups including vascular plants, butterflies, amphibians, birds, 
reptiles and mammals. We focused on these groups because they have 
been studied and explored for much longer than other taxonomic 
groups and consequently there is more occurrence information avail-
able on a global scale49,50. For each group, we also assess the factors 
limiting coverage and how they covary across taxa and grain size. We 
define coverage as the number of records required to inventory species 
in terms of their richness or abundance along taxonomic, geographic, 
temporal and functional trait dimensions26,27. However, coverage may 
be biased because certain species, regions, time periods or traits may 
be more or less covered over others. Despite the mass production of 
observation records, we found that their coverage of expected bio-
diversity patterns is incongruent with areas of high species richness. 

Fig. 1 | The taxonomic coverage of lineages and grid cells by observation 
records are more biased and less congruent to expected richness patterns. 
a–r, Taxonomic coverage across lineages and grid cells for: plants (n = 240,377 
species, 423 families) (a–c), butterflies (n = 9,809 species, 6 families) (d–f), 
amphibians (n = 4,862 species, 71 families) (g–i), birds (n = 9,380 species, n = 242 
families) (j–l), reptiles (n = 7,259 species, 88 families) (m–o) and mammals 
(n = 4,508 species, 141 families) (p–r). Taxonomic coverage was assessed as the 
ratio of documented species richness of a family or grid cell to expected species 
richness in the family or grid cell based on expert opinion. Coverage of voucher 
records are relatively phylogenetically random and showed relative concordance 

to expected richness across most taxonomic groups. Biases in taxonomic 
coverage were assessed using Pagel’s λ phylogenetic signal test for lineages and 
Moran’s I spatial autocorrelation measure in the case of grid cells (Monte Carlo 
test, 999 randomizations) with values of 1 indicating clustered/biased taxonomic 
coverage and 0 corresponding to taxonomically even coverage of grid cells. The 
bamako colour palette is common to all panels, with dark green indicating high 
coverage and yellow indicating low coverage. Tests of phylogenetic signal in 
taxonomic coverage using other metrics (Blomberg’s K and Abouheif’s Cmean) are 
presented in Supplementary Table 2. Significance codes: ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, 
*P < 0.05. The maps are in the Wagner IV projection.
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such as South America, South Africa and Himalaya-Hengduan in South-
east Asia (Fig. 1). When we contrasted the relationship between taxo-
nomic coverage versus dissimilarity (measured as spatial composition 

of beta diversity), we found that occurrence records of most taxonomic 
groups showed high dissimilarity in less frequently sampled regions of 
South America, Central Africa and Southeast Asia and low dissimilarity 
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in frequently sampled regions of Europe and North America (Extended 
Data Fig. 2). The negative correlation between dissimilarity and sam-
pling effort is particularly strong for observation records of amphibians, 
birds and reptiles (Extended Data Fig. 3). Thus, biodiversity centres 
viewed from occurrence records alone may depict a signature of better 
data mobilization in frequently sampled Europe and North America and 
not true diversity patterns, corroborating previous observations of 
prevailing sampling biases in biodiversity-rich but infrequently sampled 
regions26,27. Such observations are invaluable for identifying priority 
sites for monitoring species distributions, demographic change and 
conservation through time12,53. Conversely, obstacles such as strict 
permitting regulations, ethical guidelines and challenges in specimen 
preparation and preservation, may impede the collection of vouch-
ers54. As the global biodiversity crisis unfolds, the need for continued 
collecting of voucher specimens in a responsible way that adheres to 
best practices is necessary because of the irreplaceable contributions 
of vouchers to many fields beyond taxonomy55.

Geographic coverage of species and grid cells
We assessed geographic coverage by voucher and observation records 
as the number of unique collection sites of each species or grid cell. We 
found that the available records of plants and butterflies showed signifi-
cant biases under observation records (median coverage of individual 
species: plants 12 and 10, butterflies 10 and 8, for voucher and observa-
tion records, respectively; from a two-sample t-test between voucher 
and observation records, all P < 0.01; Fig. 2), peaking in well-sampled 
regions especially North America, western Europe, Australia and South 
Africa (Fig. 2). In the case of tetrapods including amphibians, reptiles 
and mammals, we found geographic biases toward voucher records 
(Moran’s I: 0.25, 0.24, 0.23, all P = 0.01, for amphibians, reptiles and 
mammals, respectively) clustering in eastern North America, western 
Europe and southeast Australia. Birds were an exception, showing 
similar biases for voucher and observation records (Moran’s I Monte 
Carlo test: 0.15, P = 0.01) but higher collection density by observation 
records (Fig. 2j–l). Coverage biases tended to increase at coarser grains 
for both voucher and observation records and across taxa (Extended 
Data Fig. 4–9), supporting previous observations of increasing discon-
nection between record types at different scales31,46. Most of the tropics 
including South America, Africa and Southeast Asia have essentially 
no records available. Many of these places are both biologically rich 
and heavily threatened56,57 but lack mobilized records for modelling 
species distributions or setting conservation priorities. Although geo-
graphic coverage gaps and biases have been previously documented 
for biodiversity data26,27,43,58–60, our study is, to our knowledge, the first 
global assessment to tease apart how different this phenomenon is for 
voucher and observation records.

Temporal coverage of species and grid cells
We assessed temporal coverage as the time intervals spanned by 
voucher and observation records between all possible months between 
1950 to 2021 to their respective closest months with available records 
for species and grid cells. Across all groups, voucher records showed 
significantly higher temporal coverage of species than observation 
records for most taxonomic groups with median time interval between 
records for plants (−4.74 and −8.63 years, P < 0.01), butterflies (−4.73 
and −7.31 years, P < 0.01), amphibians (−8.06 and −8.50, P = 0.076) 
and mammals (−3.80 and −4.70, P = 0.013) (from a two-sample t-test 
for voucher and observation records; Fig. 3a,d,g,p). However, the 
high temporal coverage by voucher records is geographically biased 
toward regions of high collection density such as Western Europe, 
North America and Australia (Fig. 3), suggesting a long history of 
recording biodiversity rather than true diversity in these regions61. 
The time intervals spanned by observation records of most species 
groups especially in megadiverse but less frequently collected areas 
such as Africa, South America and Southeast Asia, are characterized by 
large temporal gaps (median interval across all groups: −11.73, −11.01 
and −8.94 yr, respectively). While these patterns may be indicative 
of broader societal factors influencing biological collection such as 
regional conflicts, political instability or world wars, over the years, they 
also imply that observation records are missing for many years which 
has consequences for modelling demographic change through time.

Functional trait coverage
Species can be preferentially collected on the basis of traits innate to 
their ecology, morphology or life history. Across groups, we found that, 
while the number of records per species tended to be more frequent by 
observation records, the coverage of functional traits innate to species’ 
ecology, morphology or life history are more evenly distributed under 
voucher records (Fig. 4). In the case of functional traits linked to the 
size of species such as snout–vent length, body mass or plant height, 
we found more frequency of relatively large-sized organisms by obser-
vation records compared to voucher records which tended to capture 
more variable functional spectra of organism sizes. For traits related to 
the age of organisms such as plant duration and longevity, we found that 
short to median-life span organisms or biennial species (in the case of 
plants) tend to be more frequently documented by observation records 
for most taxonomic groups. This is not true for amphibians, with small 
and short-lived species such as the Blanchard’s cricket frog (Acris blan-
chardi) recorded more often by voucher records. Such findings could 
indicate that collectors of voucher records, who are often trained pro-
fessionals, prefer collecting specimens with a suite of morphological 
features that are crucial for research in taxonomy and systematics as 
opposed to a select few traits that are favoured by amateur collectors 

Fig. 2 | Patterns of geographic coverage of species and grid cells by voucher 
and observation records of individual taxa. a–r, Geographic coverage across 
species and 100 × 100 km2 grid cells for: plants (n = 240,377 species) (a–c), 
butterflies (n = 9,809 species) (d–f), amphibians (n = 4,862 species) (g–i), 
birds (n = 9,380 species) (j–l), reptiles (n = 7,259 species) (m–o) and mammals 
(n = 4,508 species) (p–r). Geographic coverage (number of unique collection 
locales for each species or grid cell) showed higher biases under observation 
records peaking in well-sampled regions of the world. Dashed vertical lines 

in a, d, g, j, m and p, indicate the median geographic coverage. Evenness or 
clustering of geographic coverage indicated by Moran’s I (Monte Carlo test, 
999 randomizations) with values of 1 indicating clustered/biased coverage and 
0 corresponding to geographically even coverage. The bamako colour palette 
is common to all panels, with dark green indicating high coverage and yellow 
indicating low coverage. Geographic coverages of grid cells at other spatial scales 
(50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1,600 km) are presented in Extended Data Fig. 4–9. 
The maps are in the Wagner IV projection.

Fig. 3 | Temporal coverage of species and grid cells by voucher and 
observation records. a–r, Temporal coverage across species (left panel) and 
100 × 100 km2 grid cells (right panel) for: plants (n = 240,377 species) (a–c), 
butterflies (n = 9,809 species) (d–f), amphibians (n = 4,565 species) (g–i), 
birds (n = 9,358 species) (j–l), reptiles (n = 6,889 species) (m–o) and mammals 
(n = 4,364 species) (p–r). Temporal coverage of species and of grid cells was 
calculated as the negative mean minimum time interval between all possible 
months between 1950 and 2021 to their respective closest months with available 
records, for a species or grid cell, respectively. Less negative values indicate 

higher temporal coverage and large negative values if the time interval contains 
large temporal gaps without any records. Voucher records showed relatively 
higher temporal coverage of species but with large gaps in biodiversity-rich 
tropics. Dashed vertical lines and light shadings indicate the median and 
interquartile range (25/75%), respectively, of temporal coverage. Evenness or 
clustering of temporal coverage of grid cells indicated by Moran’s I with values of 
1 indicating clustered/biased coverage and 0 corresponding to even coverage. 
The maps are in the Wagner IV projection.
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of observation records such as showy flowers or detectability. Butterfly 
host plants documented by observation records were found to be more 
frequent than those documented by voucher records. Specifically, 

17.20% of butterflies documented by observation records and 15.76% 
of those documented by voucher records were associated with more 
than ten host plants (Fig. 4). For diet type, we found that bird species 
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whose diet comprised of plants and seeds or vertebrates, fish and car-
rion were recorded more often by observation records. Likewise, mam-
mal species whose diet comprised of fruits, invertebrates, other plant 
material, carrion, seed and endotherms (birds and mammals) were 
recorded more often by observation records. Overall, the pattern of 
trait coverage for birds was more pronounced with the full spectrum 
of bird form and function (including adult body mass, longevity, size 
and clutch size) recorded more often by observation records. This 
confirms previous studies which suggest that practicalities such as 
government permit issues and conservation endangerment in which 
indiscriminate collecting may impact populations, may hinder the 
collecting of voucher specimens62,63.

We also found that threatened species were represented by fewer 
collections on average than non-threatened species for both voucher 
and observation records. It is expected for rare species to be infrequent 
given their limited abundance64 and there are justifiable restrictions 
on collecting rare or threatened species to avoid the further decline of 
wild populations65. However, this bias can potentially lead to erroneous 
extinction risk assessments and reduce opportunities for using infor-
mation on historical populations and biogeography to guide species 
conservation and restoration.

Association between coverage and socioeconomic conditions
Previous studies have indicated that the sampling of biodiversity data 
tended to occur near roadsides, in proximity to airports or in accessible 
places such as mountains66–71 but it remains unclear how different the 
coverage of voucher and observation records are driven by these fac-
tors. We supplemented our analyses of taxonomic, geographic and tem-
poral coverage of grid cells with spatial analyses of six socioeconomic 
variables using a spatial error model (Fig. 5; Extended Data Fig. 10).

For taxonomic coverage of grid cells, the representation of 
expected species richness by both voucher and observation records 
tended to be negatively driven by similar socioeconomic factors, such 
as areas of high human influence and easy access to airports, with 
more substantial effects for observation than voucher records across 
all taxonomic groups (Fig. 5a,d,g,j,m,p). For plants and amphibians in 
particular, the relationship of taxonomic coverage with the security of 
a region is strong but the effects for voucher and observation records 
are in opposite ways (correlation coefficients for plants (−0.49) versus 
(0.11) and amphibians (−0.69) versus (0), for vouchers versus observa-
tions, respectively, all P < 0.05; Fig. 5a,g). Although wars and regional 
conflicts have negative consequences on biodiversity72, it is possible 
that occurrence records from regions impacted by war are the result of 
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Fig. 4 | Coverage of functional traits documented by voucher and observation 
records. a–f, Coverage of functional traits in the number of specimens per 
species of plants (a), butterflies (b), amphibians (c), birds (d), reptiles (e) and 
mammals (f). For each category of functional traits, coverage of voucher and 
observation records were determined according to the number of specimens 
per species in each category and were arcsine-square-root-transformed. Despite 
higher collection frequencies of observation records, the coverage of functional 
traits are more evenly distributed under voucher records. Blue bars indicate 

voucher records, whereas grey bars indicate observation records. The dominant 
diets in birds are indicated as: frunect, fruits and nectar; inv, invertebrates; 
omnivor, diet consisting of plant and animal matter; plntseed, plant and seeds; 
vrtfishscv, vertebrates and fish and carrion. The dominant diets in mammals 
are indicated as: fruit, fruits; inv, invertebrates; nect, nectar; planto, other plant 
material; scav, diet consisting of carrion; seed, seeds; vect, diet consisting of 
ectotherms (reptiles and amphibians); vend, diet consisting of endotherms 
(mammals and birds).
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surveys carried out by local scientists in partnership with international 
non-governmental organizations72.

In the case of geographic coverage of grid cells, we showed that 
regions of high sampling density of both voucher and observation 
records generally correspond to low altitudes, high human footprint 
(inverse of wilderness), easy accessibility on ground and to airports and 
how secure a region is (Fig. 5b,e,h,k,n,q). However, the strength of the 
relationship with these variables is more pronounced for observation 
than for voucher records. Such a tendency to collect near accessible 
and appealing regions has been previously reported21,67,73 but the dif-
ferences between voucher and observation records probably reflect 
the proclivity of collectors. The collectors of observation records 
are probably a diverse team of amateurs who might focus their col-
lecting activities around areas of increased human influence, such as 
hiking trails around community parks and neighbourhoods; whereas 
collectors of voucher records are often trained professionals who 
collect specimens as part of their formal jobs and tend to target their 
collecting in remote and wilderness areas. Additionally, urban heat 
effects from towns and cities, where many modern-day collecting 
activities are based, can alter the phenology of species nearby73,74 or 
lead to erroneous estimation of species distribution models. Thus, the 
mass collection of observation records which tends to occur around 
accessible areas, secure conditions and in turn highly human-modified 
areas, suggests that available biodiversity records are not only unrep-
resentative of local or regional biodiversity but may not even reflect 
the general characteristics of the species.

Likewise, the drivers of temporal coverage by voucher and obser-
vation records tended to be similar, with regions of high temporal 
coverage corresponding to areas of high human influence, proximity 
to airports and how secure a region is (Fig. 5c,f,i,l,o,r). By contrast, 
while temporal coverage by voucher records is less affected by eleva-
tion and national research funding across all taxonomic groups, this 
is not true for observation records in which frequently sampled areas 
correspond to those of slightly higher elevations and regions with 
strong national research funding. These findings show that coverage 
of voucher records is relatively more even and reflective of expected 
biodiversity patterns than observations which tended to be clustered in 
a few regions that are easily accessible, secure and relatively influenced 
by human activities.

A voucher represents primary biodiversity data in taxonomy and 
systematics because it provides documentary evidence for species 
identification, re-examination and supporting material for conclu-
sions reached in a study5. As new lines of investigation emerge, such as 
change through time75 and emerging zoonoses76, all of which require 
past and current specimens, scientists are seeing applications for 
collections beyond taxonomy and systematics. However, the rate at 
which vouchers are gathered in natural history museums and herbaria 
has slowed down, making it challenging to keep pace with modern sci-
entific activity77–89. Instead, vouchers are rapidly being overwhelmed 
by the mass production of observation records31. Nevertheless, both 
voucher and observation data are complementary. Indeed, the biases 
we uncovered between voucher and observation records tended to be 
closer to each other than random expectations, suggesting similarities 
in underlying factors. Observation records increasingly capture a wide 
variety of derived information about the existence of an organism 
such as images, sound recordings, videos and behaviour beyond that 

of voucher specimens. Likewise, the foundation of research would be 
weak and future studies less supportive without vouchers5. Together, 
vouchers and the availability of different kinds of observation data will 
continue to be vital resources for assessing how anthropogenic drivers 
affect biodiversity in the past, present and future47,90.

This study is not without limitations. First, not all voucher speci-
mens have been digitized and mobilized online91. There is a lag time 
between collecting, processing and mobilization online. Second, 
although we recognize the potential circularity in using range maps 
as expected distributions of species, accounting for expected patterns 
of richness or abundance is difficult because our knowledge of such 
patterns often derives from (and may not necessarily be independent 
from) these biased collections. However, we argue that range maps are 
not derived from point records alone but integrated from other differ-
ent types of data including expert knowledge of species’ ecology and 
distributions, local inventories, atlas and literature. It is this integra-
tive nature that inform the consideration of range maps as the most 
authoritative and only datasets available at a global scale of our knowl-
edge of the species distributions and are used as baseline estimates of 
expected distributions of species (for example, refs. 92–94). Third, the 
species occurrences that we considered in this study are focused on 
charismatic groups with well-mobilized occurrence records and by no 
means exhaustive; we lack quantitative records for most species. For 
instance, beetles (Coleoptera) are the largest known order of insects 
of about 350,000 species and are ecologically important in nutrient 
cycling and relationships with other organisms95 but not targeted for 
conservation planning96. Fourth, the available socioeconomic vari-
ables are aggregated averages for time periods that do not represent 
a one-to-one match to occurrence records. It would be interesting to 
explore whether analyses using variables spanning the same time as 
occurrences show similar patterns to those revealed here. However, 
the dataset to test this further is unavailable. Many impediments such 
as preservation practices, storage space and funding shortages for 
most museums and herbaria can bias occurrence records to have more 
frequency of observation records. In the case of organisms that are 
either too large to be collected and stored, such as large mammals, or 
too small to be seen and vouchered, such as ants and microbes, detailed 
ancillary data such as pictures and sounds should be documented.

Dealing with coverage gaps and biases in future collecting
It is important to ameliorate the biases and coverage gaps for the dif-
ferent taxonomic groups and record types examined here to ensure 
that species occurrences remain vital for ecological and evolutionary 
research. The biodiversity-rich tropics including South America, West 
and Central Africa and Southeast Asia account for most coverage gaps 
which can be filled by targeting new surveys in these regions in ways that 
reduce the gaps and biases. This could be achieved through collabora-
tive explorations and structured collecting between local researchers in 
these regions and those from well-funded museums in developed coun-
tries. Indeed, a few institutions from developed countries such as the 
Royal Botanic Gardens Kew or Missouri Botanical Garden already have 
long history of biodiversity exploration and partnerships with nations 
in sub-Saharan Africa and Madagascar, respectively. We encourage simi-
lar partnerships from other developed countries to support data mobi-
lization efforts in countries limited by expertise or financial resources. 
We also found widespread temporal gaps across most species and sites. 

Fig. 5 | The estimates and 95% confidence intervals predicted by a spatial 
autoregressive error model of coverage (taxonomic, geographic and 
temporal) by voucher and observation records with socioeconomic 
predictors. a–r, Estimated effects from spatial simultaneous autoregressive 
error models between taxonomic (left column), geographic (middle column) and 
temporal (right column) coverage of grid cells by voucher (blue) and observation 
(grey) records with each predictor for plants (a–c), butterflies (d–f), amphibians 
(g–i), birds (j–l), reptiles (m–o) and mammals (p–r). The centre point for the 

error bars is indicated with dots and represents the estimated coefficient for 
a one-unit change in the independent variable. The error bars show the 95% 
confidence intervals. The red dotted vertical line indicates the estimated effect at 
zero. These models indicate that socioeconomic variables have more substantial 
effects on the coverage of observation than voucher records. Higher scores for 
each variable correspond to increase in each descriptor. We present results for 
the spatial grain of 100 × 100 km2. Estimated effects at other spatial grains  
(200 and 400 km) are presented in Supplementary Tables 4–6.
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To close such temporal gaps for voucher records, we encourage more 
systematic collecting at regular intervals by targeting clades and grid 
cells with the most out-of-date records and where species are known 
to occur but not yet recorded rather than in a select few places that 
are only accessible or appealing. For instance, targeting least-covered 
cells in eastern Saudi Arabia and Uzbekistan with −35.9 years away from 
when any plant voucher was collected or −72 years for eastern Mexico, 
southeast Egypt and southern India for butterfly vouchers since 1950, 
are highly desirable. On the other hand, future collecting of observa-
tion records, which are often guided by a mobile application, could 
combine educational feedback (regarding natural history, life cycle 
and endemism) and quizzes, to incentivize volunteer participation 
and steer users to explore less frequently sampled areas and species 
as validated by voucher collections96–98. Diminishing the gaps in trait 
coverage could include taking measurements directly from voucher 
specimens for species with missing trait information. If practicalities 
such as permitting issues or animal welfare63,76 preclude the collecting 
of whole vouchers, particularly for large vertebrates, non-invasive col-
lecting that combines high-resolution photographs, sounds, videos, 
molecular samples and other characteristics can suffice99.

Overall, this study demonstrates that the nature and severity of 
coverage of expected biodiversity patterns can differ greatly between 
voucher and observation records. Such coverage gaps and biases in col-
lection records place limitations on future studies100 and can alter the 
interpretations in existing studies (for example, refs. 44,101,102). The 
differences in coverage and bias by voucher and observation records 
have important implications for the utility of these records for research 
in ecology, evolution and conservation research.

Methods
Data compilation
Occurrence data. We downloaded data of ~1.9 billion occurrence 
records from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) 
for six taxonomic groups for which occurrence records have been 
well-mobilized: plants (Plantae; n = 374 million records), butterflies 
(Rhopalocera: Hedyloidea and Papilonoidea, including Heperii-
dae; n = 72 million records), amphibians (8.1 million), birds (1.4 bil-
lion), reptiles (8 million) and mammals (29 million) (Supplementary  
Table 1). We distinguished the origin of each record on the basis of 
whether they came from material with a physical voucher specimen in 
museum or herbarium (referred to as ‘voucher’ record) or from obser-
vations that are not traceable to tangible physical material in a museum 
or herbarium (‘observation’ record). Our definition of voucher records 
therefore includes records labelled as ‘preserved specimens’, ‘fossil 
specimens’, ‘living specimens’ and ‘material samples’ whereas observa-
tions included only records labelled as ‘direct observations’, ‘human 
observations’, ‘machine observations’ and ‘literature’. Occurrence 
records with unknown categories were removed from the analysis. The 
datasets were thoroughly cleaned to remove duplicates and records 
with erroneous localizations using the R package CoordinateCleaner 
v.2.0–20 (ref. 103). We then retained records with acceptable scientific 
names following currently accepted taxonomies of plants104, butter-
flies105, amphibians106, birds107,108, reptiles109 and mammals110.

Because occurrence records from GBIF often include both native 
and non-native distribution of a species111, we restricted our analysis 
to species’ native distributions, consistent with our goal of quantify-
ing coverage of expected native biodiversity patterns by occurrence 
records. For tetrapods (amphibians, birds, reptiles and mammals), we 
restricted occurrences to their native ranges as determined by expert 
range maps available on the International Union of Conservation of 
Nature’s (IUCN) Red List of Threatened Species spatial database. This 
was achieved by retaining records that fell within the native area of 
a species’ expert range map112,113 by setting the ‘origin’ field to 1, cor-
responding to the native range of the species following the IUCN map 
code designations. In the case of plants which have IUCN expert range 

maps for only 9% (33,573) of described plants112, native distributions 
of plants were determined by overlaying species occurrence records 
against Kew Plants of the World Online database (POWO; http://www.
plantsoftheworldonline.org/) and extracting records that fell within 
the boundaries of POWO. The POWO is a comprehensive database 
of native distribution maps for all plants of the world within biogeo-
graphic units defined by the World Geographical Scheme for Recording 
Plant Distributions114. In the case of butterflies, native occurrences were 
determined using range map overlays from a dataset of country-level 
species occurrences105 which includes country-level species range maps 
from literature and publicly available occurrence records from GBIF105.

Expected species richness of families and grid cells. To determine 
taxonomic coverage across lineages, we contrasted the number of 
species recorded in a family to the expected species richness in the 
family from literature. Information on expected species richness of 
plant families was derived from ref. 115, butterflies105,116, amphibians106, 
birds107,108, reptiles109 and mammals110, which in turn, was used to quan-
tify taxonomic coverage of families in a phylogenetic framework. The 
phylogeny of plants was derived from a dated phylogeny for seed 
plants of the world117; butterfly phylogeny was obtained from a Bayesian 
estimation of the age of butterflies118, amphibians119, birds120, reptiles121 
and mammals122. For each taxonomic group, we sampled one species 
from each family to generate a family-level phylogeny for our analyses.

To understand patterns of taxonomic coverage in geographic 
space, we mapped expected species richness geographically across 
grid cells (Extended Data Fig. 1). In the case of plants, data on expected 
species richness across grid cells came from a co-kriging interpolation 
model of 1,032 regional floras worldwide123, which we resampled across 
six spatial grain sizes of 50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1,600 km. For but-
terflies without any prior information on global distributions of species 
richness, pattern of expected richness was derived by extrapolating rich-
ness information from inventories, checklists, online regional databases 
and literature sources (Supplementary Note 1) and projecting across 
grid cells. We fitted a co-kriging interpolation model to estimate the 
probability of butterfly occurrence into unsampled areas on the basis of 
recorded richness across 543 geographic units (corresponding to cen-
troids of national parks, reserves, gardens, survey plots, biogeographic 
regions, countries, states, provinces and counties) and four predictor 
variables including mean temperature, mean precipitation, elevation 
and potential evapotranspiration. The final output from the co-kriging 
model consisted of a modelled map in raster format at grid cell resolu-
tion of 0.5° equivalent to 50 km at the equator, which we resampled to 
six different grain sizes (50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1,600 km). In the 
case of tetrapods (amphibians, birds, reptiles and mammals), expected 
species richness was determined by overlaying expert-based range map 
of each species112,113 with equal-area grid cells (Behrmann projection) 
across six different grain sizes (50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 1,600 km) 
and counting the number of species in each grid cell.

Data analysis
We assessed coverage by voucher and observation records of the six 
taxonomic groups (plants, butterflies, amphibians, birds, reptiles and 
mammals) along taxonomic, geographic, temporal and functional 
trait dimensions. All analyses described here were done using R v.4.2.2  
(ref. 124) and packages phyloregion v.1.0.8 (ref. 125), terra v.1.7-3  
(ref. 126), ape v.5.6-2 (ref. 127), spatialreg v.1.2-6 (ref. 128), gglot2 v.3.4.0 
(ref. 129), adephylo v.1.1-13 (ref. 130) and phytools v.1.2-0 (ref. 131).

Taxonomic coverage of species richness patterns. Taxonomic cover-
age by voucher and observation records was assessed across lineages 
and geographically across grid cells as follows:

Taxonomic coverage =

∑S

ij

∑S

(1)
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where Sij is species richness within a lineage (family) or grid cell docu-
mented by a voucher i or observation j record and S is the expected 
species richness within the lineage (family) or grid cell based on expert 
documentation from literature. First, we weighted the expected species 
richness of each lineage (family) or grid cell by the actual documented 
richness of species by voucher and observation records from GBIF 
(equation (1)). This means that coverages even for cells with expected 
species richness but no documented records were scored 0. Thus, a 
coverage score of 0 indicates no taxonomic coverage of expected rich-
ness and 1 indicates full coverage by voucher or observation records. 
For our purposes, coverage scores >1 were set to 1 for direct comparison 
as our goal was to analyse the level of completeness by occurrence 
records. Second, to estimate whether there was a phylogenetic signal in 
taxonomic coverage of lineages, we used three different and most used 
phylogenetic signal measures: Abouheif’s Cmean statistic132, Blomberg’s 
K133 and Pagel’s lambda (λ)134. Abouheif’s Cmean measures the autocorrela-
tion coefficient of the relationship of cross-taxonomic trait variation 
on a phylogeny135; Blomberg’s K is the ratio of the variance among taxa 
divided by the contrasts variance133; and Pagel’s λ is the transformation 
of the phylogeny for the correlations between taxa, relative to the 
correlation expected under a Brownian motion model134. Statistical 
significance was assessed by calculating the standardized effective size 
of phylogenetic signal based on 1,000 randomizations of the coverage 
scores across the tips of the phylogeny. A strong phylogenetic signal, 
with values 1 and above (that is, close relatives share similar cover-
age of expected family richness) indicates biases in the taxonomic 
coverage of voucher and observation records; a value of 0 indicates 
no phylogenetic signal and taxonomic coverage can be considered 
statistically even or random. Abouheif’s Cmean was calculated using the 
R package adephylo130 whereas both Blomberg’s K and Pagel’s λ were 
calculated using the R package phytools131. Third, we estimated biases 
in taxonomic coverage of grid cells using Moran’s I spatial autocorrela-
tion measure (Monte Carlo test, 999 randomizations), with values of 
1 indicating clustered/biased taxonomic coverage and 0 corresponds 
to taxonomically even coverage of grid cells.

To explore the differences between record types and how they 
relate to sampling effort, we used Simpson’s β-diversity to measure the 
dissimilarity between pairs of grid cells within major biogeographical 
regions recognized by the World Geographical Scheme for Recording 
Plant Distributions114. We calculated β-diversity using the Simpson 
index, which considers differences in species composition, turnover 
and richness among different sites136. We then generated maps of dis-
similarity between record types (Extended Data Fig. 2) and we used 
loess regression to analyse the correlation between sampling effort 
and dissimilarity (Extended Data Fig. 3).

Geographic coverage of species and grid cells. To assess the degree 
to which available records cover geographic regions across the globe, 
we assessed patterns of geographic coverage of species and grid cells 
as the number of unique collection locales for each species or grid 
cell, respectively, for each taxonomic group. Geographic coverage 
of grid cells was calculated by overlaying each species’ unique point 
occurrence onto equal-area grid cells, returning a community matrix of 
abundance or absence of each occurrence in a grid cell. Spatial overlay 
of point occurrences was computed using the function points2comm 
in the R package phyloregion125. Geographic coverage of grid cells was 
assessed across six different grain sizes (50, 100, 200, 400, 800 and 
1,600 km). We then tested the evenness or clustering of geographic 
coverage at each grain size using Moran’s I Monte Carlo test (999 ran-
domizations) with Moran’s I of 1 indicating clustered/biased coverage 
and 0 corresponds to geographically even coverage.

Temporal coverage. To understand continuities in available records, 
we assessed temporal coverage of available records of each species or 
grid cell spanning 1950 and 2021. This period approximates the start 

of large-scale collection of occurrence records and thus provides reli-
able data for macroecological investigations27,137. We used the negative 
mean minimum time metric of ref. 27, defined as the negative mean 
minimum interval between a collection month and every other col-
lection month for each species or grid cell between 1950 and 2021. We 
express temporal coverage as:

Temporal coverage = −

1

n

×

n

∑

i=1

MinT

i

(2)

where MinTi represents the minimum interval of a collection month i to 
every other collection month n. The final outputs consisted of negative 
time intervals (rescaled in years), such that less negative values indicate 
higher temporal coverage and large negative values if not.

Trait coverage. We explored trait coverage—representation of 
expected biodiversity patterns attributable to intrinsic life-history 
characteristics, including life cycle, size and species conservation 
status—across the species groups. For plants, we included four trait 
categories known to capture the global spectrum of plant form and 
function138: maximum height, seed mass, growth duration and habit. 
Growth duration included three axes—annual, biennial and perennial; 
whereas habit included ten axes—aquatic, epiphyte, fern, graminoid, 
liana, moss, shrub, succulent, suffrutescent and tree. Most of the plant 
trait data were compiled from Missouri Botanical Garden’s Tropicos 
database (https://tropicos.org, accessed March 2020). This dataset 
was supplemented by online regional databases (Supplementary  
Note 2). Each dataset was reviewed to synonymize terminologies for 
functional traits, for example, ‘vines’ versus ‘lianas’ for climbers or 
‘forbs’ versus ‘herbs’ for herbaceous life forms. For species with multi-
ple trait records, we took the maximum value for numeric variables and 
the mode for categorical traits. In the case of butterflies, we selected 
two traits with sufficient information: associations of butterflies with 
host plants and flight duration from LepTraits, a database of the world’s 
butterfly traits139. For amphibians, we extracted five traits with suf-
ficient information from AmphiBIO140 including adult body mass, 
body size, longevity, reproductive output and maximum litter size. 
In the case of birds, reptiles and mammals, trait data were derived 
from Amniote141 and Elton Traits 1.0 (ref. 142) life-history databases, 
repositories that include information on different functional traits. 
For these three taxonomic groups, we selected five trait categories 
with sufficient information that cover common spectra of vertebrate 
form and function143. For birds, we selected adult body mass, longev-
ity, snout–vent length, clutch size (number of eggs), diet and number 
of clutches per year. We selected five traits for reptiles: adult body 
mass, longevity, snout–vent length, clutch size (number of eggs) and 
number of clutches per year. For mammals, we also selected six traits: 
adult body mass, longevity, snout–vent length, litter size (number of 
offspring), diet and number of litters per year.

We also quantified coverage on the basis of species’ extinction 
risks under the assumption that extinction risk is phylogenetically 
non-random with species in some lineages at elevated risk of extinc-
tion144,145. For plants, because the IUCN Red List database contains 
extinction risk assessment for only 33,573 plant species, equating to 
only 9% of described plants (17 February 2022), we obtained extinc-
tion risk assessments from a machine-learning prediction of conser-
vation status of over 150,000 land plant species146. These predicted 
conservation ratings were rescaled to two broader threat categories, 
threatened (extinction probability >0.01) and not threatened (extinc-
tion probability <0.1), following ref. 147. Data on extinction risk for 
butterflies, amphibians, birds, reptiles and mammals came from the 
conservation rankings of IUCN Red List database (www.iucnredlist.
org, accessed 17 February 2022). These rankings were rescaled to the 
expected extinction probabilities over 100 years of each taxon follow-
ing ref. 148 as follows: least concern (LC) = 0.001, near-threatened and 
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conservation-dependent (NT) = 0.01, vulnerable (VU) = 0.1, endan-
gered (EN) = 0.67 and critically endangered (CR) = 0.999. These catego-
ries were also rescaled into non-threatened (NT + LC, that is, extinction 
probability <0.1) and threatened (CR + EN + VU, extinction probability 
>0.01). Species ranked as data deficient (DD), were excluded from our 
analysis (see also ref. 149).

Coverage of functional traits was estimated as a chi-squared test 
comparing the number of records per species documented by voucher 
or observation records for each type of functional trait. The num-
ber of records per species for each trait category was arcsine-square 
root-transformed before analysis.

Effect of geographic and socioeconomic factors. Six ecological and 
socioeconomic predictors (Supplementary Table 7) were compiled to 
assess drivers of coverage gaps by voucher and observation records. 
We grouped these predictors on the basis of appeal (elevation and wil-
derness), accessibility (travel time to cities and proximity to airports), 
security (secure conditions) and national research funding. These 
variables were chosen because of their limited collinearity (Extended 
Data Fig. 10), except for on-ground accessibility which strongly asso-
ciates with wilderness (Pearson’s r = 0.87) and with proximity to air-
ports (Pearson’s r = 0.56). The association of on-ground accessibility 
with wilderness and with proximity with airport reflects the rapid 
human-driven interconnectivity of regions through ground and air 
transportations leading to rapid erosion of wilderness150. We assumed 
that these six ecological and socioeconomic variables represent a 
broader spectrum of factors that can drive the collecting of biodiver-
sity data27 and thus used them in our analyses. Elevation, a measure 
of topography of an area, was obtained from WorldClim database151 
by calculating the difference between the minimum and maximum 
elevation values in each grid cell. Wilderness index (remoteness from 
modern human influence) was obtained from ref. 152. Information on 
ground accessibility, defined as the time to travel to major cities, was 
obtained from ref. 150. Accessibility of collecting sites to airports was 
estimated using a dataset on the locations of airports across the globe153 
and calculating the minimum distance of each grid cell centroid to the 
nearest airport. The security of an area was estimated using the Global 
Peace Index of countries154. In terms of how the financial resources of a 
country can influence collecting efforts, we obtained information on 
the per capita gross domestic expenditure on research and develop-
ment154–156. Most of these variables (elevation, wilderness, on-ground 
accessibility and proximity to airports) were already aggregated as 
averages across years directly from their original sources. In the case 
of secure conditions (spanning 2008 to 2022) and national research 
funding (2015 to 2022), however, we took arithmetic averages to be 
consistent with the other variables. We extracted the values of each 
variable across grid cells and for six different grain sizes (50, 100, 200, 
400, 800 and 1,600 km).

We analysed the effect of the six socioeconomic factors (eleva-
tion, wilderness, on-ground accessibility, proximity to airports, 
secure conditions and national research funding) on taxonomic, 
geographic and temporal coverage of grid cells for plants, butter-
flies, amphibians, birds, reptiles and mammals. Because our previous 
analysis of Moran’s I statistic indicated positive spatial dependence 
among neighbouring grid cells for patterns of taxonomic, geographic 
and temporal coverage of grid cells, we used a spatial simultaneous 
autoregressive error model for the spatial linear regression analysis. 
Before analysis, the dependent variables were standardized using 
arcsine-square-root-transformed before log-transformation for taxo-
nomic coverage and log-transformation for geographic coverage and 
temporal coverage. We also log-transformed all predictor variables 
before analysis. Our spatial error models included a neighbourhood 
structure and spatial weight matrix derived from the vector polygons 
of grid cells for each spatial grain. The neighbourhood structure across 
grid cells was created using the function poly2nb from the R package 

spdep157, which was used to create the spatial weights on the basis of 
row standardization. We set the parameter, zero.policy to TRUE, in our 
spatial error models because some grid cells may not have neighbours. 
The fitted regression coefficients were reported.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature Port-
folio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The links to the species occurrence records downloaded from the GBIF 
are available at Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6834577). The 
datasets, data tables, grid cell vector polygons and R codes are archived 
at Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6834577).

Code availability
All scripts, codes and data documentation necessary to repeat our 
analyses have been made available in the Zenodo database (https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.6834577) under the folder ‘SCRIPTS’.
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